
 
     O GRILO FELIZ (THE HAPPY CRICKET) is a June, 2014 LVCA dvd donation to the 

Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of 

Ligonier, Pa. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that film. 

 

Brazil   2001-2006   color feature animation musical   82 minutes    

Start Animation Studios / Arvintel Media Productions   Producers: 

Cleber Redondo, Francisco Lourenço 

 

11 of a possible 20 points                                                          *** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement 

 

Points 

0         Direction: Walbercy Ribas 

0         Editing 

2         Camera 

1         Lighting 

0         Screenplay: Walbercy Ribas, Juliana Ribas 

1         Music: Ruriá Duprat 

2         Art Direction: Walbercy Ribas* 

2         Sound: Miriam Biderman (Supervisor), Ricardo Reis (Designer),  

           Paula Gona (Recording), Jose Luiz Sasso and Peter McDonald (Mixing), 

           Marcelo Autori and Antonio Cesar (Sound Effects) 

2         Acting (Voice Characterization) 

1         Creativity 

11 total points 



Voices Cast: A. Original Portuguese-Language Version 

Vagner Fagundes (Christopher Cricket), Araken Saldonha (Maledeto), 

Leticia Quinto (Juliana, a butterfly), Regis Monteiro (Faz Tudo, a grasshopper 

counselor to Maledeto), Regis Monteiro (Old Snail), Ursula Bezzaba  

(Moreninha, a ladybug), Isaura Cames (Saranha), Marli Bortoletto (Bacaninha), 

Rodrigo Andreato (Rafael, athletic grasshopper),  

Tatiana de S. Parra (Linda, the Night Star), Rita de Almeida (Caracalina), 

Jorge Barcellos (Old Snail), Camila Bullara (Young Christopher), Jose Soaresmaya  

(Magic Toucan), Fatima Noya (Bituquinho), Nelson Machado (Toad 1),  

Renato Master (Toad 2), Antonio Moreno (Toad 3), Emerson Caperbat 

(Christopher’s Father) 

B. English-Language Version 

Sam Riegel (Christopher Cricket), Bob Papenbrook (Wartlord), Cindy Robinson 

(Honeydew, a butterfly), Dave Mallow (Buffuno, counselor to Wartlord),  

Steve Staley (Leonardo, a beetle), Mona Marshall (Cartibella, a centipede),   

Cindy Robinson (Honeydew, a butterfly / Spidora, a spider), Peter Doyle  

(Magic Toucan / Soldier 1), Neil Kaplan (Toad 1),  

Dan Woren (Toad 2), Grant George (Christopher’s Father / Toad 3),  

Philece Sampler (Isabella), Steven Kramer (Old Snail / General), 

Stephanie Sheh (Snealy, orphan snail / Young Christopher), 

Robert Buchholz (Barnaby / Sergeant), Tatiana de S. Parra (Linda, the Night Star) 

 

     O GRILO FELIZ (THE HAPPY CRICKET) is advertised as Brazil’s first feature-

length animation. It exuberantly displays rich tropical colorations of its 

homeland, in itself sufficient reason for screening the film. Contrary to some 

Internet reports, it is by no means one of the world’s worst animated films. It 

does suffer from an incoherent, rambling script, inadequate character 

development, occasional flat jokes that fail to elicit even a smile, and 

forgettable songs that neither illuminate nor enhance plot and setting. On the 

other hand, art direction by director Walbercy Ribas is vibrant, at times even 

shockingly so. Some arresting, unusual camera movements surface from time to 

time. Sound recording and mixing (at least in the English-language version) are  



executed with precision. Voice characterizations are generally distinctive and 

appealing. Both subtitled and English-dubbed versions are available options. 

     Here’s a feeble attempt to explain the film’s muddled plot. A music-loving 

cricket named Christopher provides popular dances and songs for admiring 

forest dwellers of relatively diminutive size. Christopher draws inspiration from 

the evening star, which somehow communicates melodies to him from outer 

space. Into this peaceful landscape enter troublemaking oversize creatures led 

by a monomaniac named Wartlord. Big W. hates music, loves statuary, and is 

obsessed with removing timber obstructions to panoramic views from a dark, 

stony castle. Assisting him to achieve his goals is a combination jester / 

councilor, Buffuno. This comic relief character never loses an opportunity to 

insult his patron. He is certainly not an exemplary role model for reinforcing 

obedience and respect in young children. Charged with obtaining the Evening 

Star for his master, Buffuno permits himself to be shot into space like a rocket. 

Bungling the task, as is customary, he loses sight of the object desired. Still, it 

must have landed someplace nearby. With the star’s disappearance, 

Christopher can no longer reproduce melodies. Which would be illegal and 

punishable by imprisonment or death anyway. Wartlord has seen to that. 

Nonetheless, freedom-loving small folk determine to find the missing 

luminescence and restore it to accustomed position in the night sky. They must 

locate it before minions of Wartlord do. Meanwhile, an army of toads ravages 

the woodlands, intent on completing total demolition of the forest. Supposedly 

these loutish oafs are also seeking the missing star. 

      Predictably, friends of Christopher are first to locate Linda, composer from 

outer space and dislocated sentinel of the sky. But Wartlord, with assistance 

from Buffuno, manages to steal it away. Darkness and cacophony threaten to 

replace illumination and melody. Can Wartlord be defeated by Christopher’s 

allies? Will the evening star ever find its way back to space? Watch the film and 

find out. 

     THE HAPPY CRICKET is targeted to preschoolers and beginning readers who 

lack experience analyzing causes and effects. Its audience is likely to be more 

concerned with nonstop action, magic, feckless villains, and happy endings than 

logic, complexity of character, and consistency. Richness and range of colors, a 



prominent save the trees theme and stress on cooperation to achieve a 

beneficial goal redeem this story. Those elements make it both appealing and 

entertaining to children to young to grasp contradictions and omissions.  

     Suitable only for children under the age of nine, THE HAPPY CRICKET  

showcases animation from a country hugely underrepresented in offerings on 

North American dvds. It’s a watchable precursor to better products such as THE 

BOY AND THE WORLD, now making the rounds of international film festivals.  

     Parents should be aware that there is one entirely unnecessary flatulence 

joke incorporated into the story. The villain is eliminated, not reformed. 

Penitence is not a theme. Harmonious living is. 

     This Clever Image dvd release includes one panel of statistics about the 

production, nine frames permitting kids a quick introduction to major 

characters, one panel of story synopsis, and an eight-minute short color 

animation for television titled THE SOLAR ECLIPSE. This last item is apparently 

intended to be a fun science learning tool for the sandbox set. Its mangled 

English inadvertently teaches an alternative lesson. 

     Ultimately, kids themselves must make their own decisions about the value 

of this film. Its theirs to embrace or reject. 


